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2010 HSC English Advanced Paper 2: Module A – Comparative Study of Texts and Context 

Section 1: Elective 1 – Exploring Connection (Option D) – Poetry and Drama (20 Marks) 

Analyse how the central values portrayed in Donne’s poetry are creatively reshaped in W;t. 

Through the study of John Donne’s metaphysical poetry and Margaret Edson’s dramatic play W;t, it 

can be concluded that an autonomous cycle of enforcement is apparent in how each of the texts 

reshape and influence each other. Within W;t a repetition of intertextual references to Donne’s Holy 

Sonnets, in particular “Death Be Not Proud”, there is a clear interconnection between the influences 

of the metaphysical poetry and the notions within the play. The inclusion of Donne’s poetry gives 

rise to new and challenging interpretations in a different context of both time and society. Both set 

of texts when studied in a comparative form shed light upon the overarching and central values of 

confronting death and the acceptance of one’s reality. 

Together Donne’s poetry and Edson’s play W;t, the human and often metaphysical aspects of life 

such as life, death and God are explored from conflicting perspectives as a result of the texts’ varying 

contexts. Donne’s metaphysical poetry was set in the midst of a backdrop of a highly religious 17
th

 

century Renaissance themed context. The strong belief that humans would ‘wake eternally’ is in 

stark contrast to Edson’s portrayal of life and death as W;t thus set in the modern era holds that 

medical science is the saviour. As Donne grasps onto the future with God, Vivian Bearing’s constant 

attachment to the IV equipment portrays vastly different interpretations into life and death as 

influenced by the contexts of time and society. 

However in regards to their contrasting perceptions upon the afterlife, one commonality that is 

located by comparing both texts is their gradual acceptance of their fate which in both cases like all 

human beings is death. W;t creatively reshapes the value of the acceptance of one’s reality first 

demonstrated by Donne’s poem ‘Death Be Not Proud’ written in 1610 and his later poem written on 

his deathbed ‘Hymn to God, My God, In My Sickness’ in 1630. As with Vivian Bearing’s attitude 

towards death, Donne mocks the presence of death itself and calls upon it as a person with irony of 

whom ‘thou shalt die’. The use literary conceit reflects the poet’s views that death can be conquered 

illustrated through his meticulous choice of words such as ‘overthrow’ and ‘slave’ especially in the 

17
th

 century where death was all a too common reality. 

Likewise, Edson’s characterisation of Vivian Bearing in W;t shows the gradual transition in attitude 

from one needing to be ‘tough’ and requiring a ‘full force’ confrontation with death. Both Donne and 

Vivian possessed a strong personality that was eager to rebuke death. Vivian’s subjective use of 

intellectual medical jargon reflects the modern society’s denial of death. Cancer is seen as Vivian’s 

opponent not death as she encourages the audience ‘never one to turn from a challenge’ and to 

fight with an ‘aggressive intellect’ as that is the ‘only defence’ that remains standing. However this 

attitude fades towards the later of the play as Vivian becomes more orientated towards ‘simple 

human kindness’ as she comes to understand what she faces is literal death in reality that cannot be 

fought against with ‘verbal swordplay’. She quickly answers Susie her primary nurse and “carer” in 

the play that they should ‘just let her heart stop’ and be a ‘no code’ to avoid having to be 

resuscitated which in her view now is fighting the inevitable. Literary critics have remarked that 

Edson’s symbolic usage of a picture book is like “an antidote to the anxiety-producing complexity of 
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Donne”. The metaphoric imagery within the picture book highlights Edson’s beliefs that ‘we 

experience god in spite of ourselves’. 

The acceptance of one’s reality is another key value of Donne’s poetry that has been creatively 

represented through Edson’s W;t. Donne’s metaphysical poetry is the paralleling of the acceptance 

that death in inevitable. Whilst Donne’s poem ‘Death Be Not Proud’ commences upon an almost 

boastful and confident tone with the aim for sideling death, his later poem written on his deathbed 

“Hymn to God, My God, In My Sickness” speaks for “joy that in these strait I see my west” showing 

that he has been humbled. This can be interpreted as his calling upon God and have been 

succumbing to the acceptance that he is a mere mortal. Conceit is once again present ‘as west and 

east, are one, so death doth touch the resurrection’ for Donne being examined like a ‘map’ by his 

‘physicians’  as in the case of Vivian where she eventuates into a mere ‘specimen jar’ holding onto 

her disease and being examined like a book as though she was research. Despite Edson and her 

character in W;t, Vivian Bearing holding to science as the saviour of mankind, both Donne and Vivian 

look towards an overarching and universal being at the end of their lives. Donne speaks for death as 

the essential step into attaining eternal salvation ‘therefore that he may raise, the Lord throws 

down’. Vivian symbolically ‘reaches for the light’ in the closing stage directions of the play as she 

dies. 

Throughout Donne’s metaphysical poetry and Holy Sonnets and Margaret Edson’s W;t, it can be 

observed that one’s acceptance of death is part of the natural order. As portrayed both by Donne 

himself through his poems and Vivian Bearing, the central values of confronting death and accepting 

one’s reality has been creatively reshaped from the context to the 17
th

 century Renaissance to the 

modern era. As a result the comparative study of both texts generate a creative and diverse 

understanding into the realm of the metaphysical and the key issues that stretch across time. 


